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DUPAGE RIVER, ILLINOIS
DRAFT FEASIBILITY REPORT AND INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY REPORT

1 Introduction
This report summarizes the public comment process implemented and public comments received for the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) DuPage River, Illinois Feasibility Report and Integrated
Environmental Assessment in DuPage and Will Counties, Illinois conducted by USACE, Chicago District
(LRC) in cooperation with the non-Federal sponsors, DuPage and Will Counties. In addition, this report
includes USACE responses to comments on the Draft Report.

2 Public Comment Process
2.1 Public Outreach
2.1.1 Initial Public Comment Period
On July 25, 2018, USACE announced the DuPage River, Illinois Feasibility Report and Integrated
Environmental Assessment, was available for public review starting a 30-day public review period. The
public was invited to comment on the draft report via e-mail; by postal mail or hand delivery to the
Chicago District Office; and in person at public meetings by testifying or submitting written comments.
In response to feedback from the public, an unredacted version of the report and corresponding
appendices was released and the deadline for submitting comments was extended to September 22, 2018.
This allowed the public additional time to review the updated information in the report.
USACE coordinated public meetings in conjunction with the non-Federal sponsors, DuPage and Will
Counties, to discuss the draft report and receive oral and written comments from the public. The public
was able to register to speak upon check-in. Meeting participants could also register to speak and submit
written comments at the meetings. USACE staffed each meeting with agency representatives who
facilitated the meeting and gave a presentation summarizing the Draft Report. Court reporters recorded
the proceedings of each meeting.
Prior to each public meeting, a press release was distributed to the local media outlets. Opportunities for
public input were also publicized through notices posted via county and municipal websites, subscription
e-mail notices, and mailings.
Information on locations and dates for the two public meetings was posted on the LRC website on July
25, 2018.
Meetings dates and locations were as follows:
 August 15, 2018
Wheaton, IL
 August 16, 2018
Plainfield, IL
As part of its ongoing public outreach activities, USACE maintains a public project website (located at
https://www.lrc.usace.army.mil/Missions/Civil-Works-Projects/DuPage-River/) that provides background
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information about the study; technical information; public involvement opportunities; project-related
documents; and news and events specific to the DuPage River.

2.1.1 Secondary Public Comment Period
Following the initial public, state and agency, and USACE and independent review of the TSP, more
detailed engineering and economic analysis was completed to refine the recommendations for this study.
Based on completion of this more detailed analysis, the refined results indicated that the Lacey Creek
Restriction was economically justified and supportable and therefore it was determined that the Lacey
Creek Restriction could be included in the Recommended Plan. Due to the addition of this feature in the
recommendation, USACE determined that conducting a second review period was warranted.
Comments were accepted for 15 days from May 2, 2019 through May 17, 2019.

2.2 Public Comments

2.2.1 Initial Public Comment Period
USACE received nearly 70 comment submittals, both written and oral, on the draft DuPage River, Illinois
Feasibility Report and Integrated Environmental Assessment. A few individuals submitted more than one
letter or used more than one method to submit comments. Table 1 provides information on the methods
used to submit comments and the percent for each method.

Table 1: Percentage of Comment Submissions by Submittal Method
Number of Comment
Submissions
34

Percent of Comment
Submissions
50.0 %

Oral testimony at a public meeting

28

41.18 %

Postal mail

5

7.35 %

Written at a public meeting

1

1.47 %

Submittal Method
E-mail

Comment submittals were received from 11 municipalities in DuPage and Will Counties. Table 2 shows
the percentages, by location, of individuals and organizations that submitted comments on their own or
provided oral comments at one or more of the public meetings. Some written comments included an
address, but not a zip code, in which the address was cross referenced with local postal information to
determine a zip code and municipality. Some oral commenters did not provide a zip code, but later
submitted a written comment which was cross referenced to assign a zip code to the oral comment. The
top two municipalities, Lisle and Plainfield, represented over half of the total commenters.

Table 2: Percent of Commenters by Municipality
State
Lisle

Number of Comment
Submissions
24
3

Percent of Comment
Submissions
35.29 %

14
9
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
9

Plainfield
Glen Ellyn
Channahon
Plainfield/Bolingbrook
Warrenville
Joliet
Lockport
Lombard
Minooka
Shorewood
No Location Info

20.59 %
13.24 %
4.41 %
2.94 %
2.94 %
1.47 %
1.47 %
1.47 %
1.47 %
1.47 %
13.24 %

Table 3: Percent of Commenters by County
County
DuPage
Will
No Location Info

Number of Comment
Submissions
34
24
9

Percent of Comment
Submissions
50.0 %
36.76 %
13.24 %

Federal, State, Tribal, local government entities, and community groups that provided comments in the
NEPA scoping in 2016 or the public comment period in 2018 include:
Federal
 U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service Region 3
 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5
Tribal

State

Miami Tribe of Oklahoma

 Illinois Historic Preservation Agency
 Illinois Department of Natural Resources
Local
 City of Warrenville
 DuPage County, Illinois, Stormwater Management Planning Committee
 Village of Lisle
 Village of Woodridge
 Will County, Illinois, Executive Office
Community Groups



St. Joseph Creek Condo Association
Valley View – Arboretum Civic Association
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2.2.2 Secondary Public Comment Period
USACE received 19 comments in response to the secondary public comment period. All but one
comment was received via email, one was sent via first class mail. In total, 12 comments were received
from residents or their legal representatives and 7 were received from organizations. .
Federal, State, Tribal, local government entities, and community groups that provided comments include:
Federal



U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5
Forest County Potawatomi Community

Local





Village of Lisle, Village Board Member
DuPage River Salt Creek Workgroup
Forest Preserve District of Cook County
Morton Arboretum

Community Groups



St. Joseph Creek Condo Association
Valley View – Arboretum Civic Association

In conjunction with the second public comment period, letter to individual property owners that were
included in the nonstructural plan were directly sent letters, via certified mail, informing them that their
property was included in the plan. A copy of this letter is included as ATTACHMENT 1 to this summary
report.

2.3 Public Meetings
Over 130 individuals attended the DuPage River public meetings; some people attended more than one
meeting. Meeting attendees included representatives from federal and state agencies, elected officials or
their representatives, private industry, representatives from environmental groups, local news media, and
other interested parties. Thirty-seven oral comment submittals were provided over the course of the two
meetings (See Table 4).
Table 4: Meeting Participants and Number Submitting Oral or Written Comments

Meeting Location
Wheaton
Plainfield

Number
of People
Attending
87
46

Number of
People Providing
Oral/Written Comments
17 / 0
20 / 1

Total

136

37 / 1

3 Comment Summary
This section summarizes the comments received on the DuPage River, Illinois Feasibility Report and
Integrated Environmental Assessment Report and USACE responses to those comments. Comment
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submittals were reviewed by the project team. Based upon that review, comment categories were
developed that encompassed the range of comments received. Further reviews of comment submissions
were conducted to assign comments contained within each comment submittal to appropriate comment
category. It should be noted that some comment submissions (i.e., letter, e-mail, submitted document,
etc.) could contain specific comments falling within multiple categories or subcategories. USACE then
developed responses for each of the comment categories. Summaries and comment responses for each of
the comment categories are provided in the following sections.
For the first comment period, overall the comments received covered a variety of issues including:
requests for additional flood protection measures, individual property questions, whether or not a property
is included in the non-structural plan, if the Lisle Levee will create impacts upstream or downstream of
the proposed project, if St. Joseph’s Creek was investigated during the study, why the height of the Lisle
Levee south of the BNSF railroad is not being increased, and if the DuPage can be modified (such as
dredge, straighten, or channelize).
For the second public comment period, comments included flood reports, support of the addition of the
Lacey Creek restriction project or flood risk reduction projects in general, technical questions, comments
and concerns related to potential impacts due of the Lacey Creek project, and a question about
nonstructural features
Figure 1 below shows the locations of public comments received for both comment periods for comments
which had a specific location. Many of these comments identified areas of flooding concerns that guided
the project team in developing additional analysis. A “fact sheet” was placed on website addressing
comments the comments summarized below. Comments that were not site-specific in nature, such as
comments from state or regional organizations, do not have locations identified in the figure. Comments
which indicated a neighborhood but not specific address were placed generally within the neighborhood
for the purposes of representation on the map.
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Figure 1: Location of Public Comments Received
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3.1 Frequently Asked Questions
Lisle Levee
1. Will the levees affect the floodplain designation of the current properties?
Floodplain designation is defined by mapping products created by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) called Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs). Changes to these maps can be requested
through a “Letter of Map Revision” (LOMR) request, submitted to FEMA. LOMR requests must be
submitted by the community.
In the case of a map change associated with a levee, the levee must qualify for FEMA levee accreditation.
The requirements for levee accreditation are described in Title 44, Chapter 1, Section 65.10 of the Code
of Federal Regulations (44 CFR Section 65.10). FEMA levee accreditation design requirements include
meeting minimum freeboard criteria above the designated 1% annual chance exceedance flood profile
(also referred to as the Base Flood Elevation or BFE) and appropriate closure structures and embankment
protection measures being included in the design. A summary of the FEMA levee accreditation
requirements can be found here: https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/20130726-1600-204904180/lv_accredit_checklist_nov08.pdf
According to FEMA, “Freeboard is a factor of safety usually expressed in feet above a flood level for
purposes of floodplain management. Freeboard tends to compensate for the many unknown factors that
could contribute to flood heights greater than the height calculated for a selected size flood and floodway
conditions, such as wave action, bridge openings, and the hydrological effect of urbanization of the
watershed.”
The elevation of the currently proposed Lisle Levee project does not meet the freeboard requirements to
qualify for FEMA levee accreditation and therefor the floodplain designation behind the current levee are
not anticipated to change. There are several reasons that the levee that is proposed does not meet these
requirements for levee accreditation.
USACE is required to evaluate potential projects based on net benefits of each project. Net benefits are
defined as the difference between the estimated project cost and the anticipated project benefits over the
period of analysis, which is 50 years for the DuPage River Feasibility Study. Benefits can be defined in
various ways, including economic benefits, environmental benefits, and other types of benefits such as
social effects. In the case of this study, benefits were quantified based on economic benefits which
include the reduction of damages that would have occurred over the period of analysis if the project was
not implemented.
Various elevations were considered for the top of the Lisle Levee including an elevation which could
provide enough freeboard to qualify for FEMA levee accreditation. Preliminary designs were completed
for these various elevations to estimate the cost that would be required to construct, operate, and maintain
the various configurations of levee considered. These cost estimates were compared to estimates of
economic benefits which were estimated by an economist on the project team. The difference between the
cost and the benefits was reviewed for each alternative considered and the project which provided the
highest benefits when compared to the cost (net benefits) was selected for recommendation. For the Lisle
Levee project, the proposed elevation is approximately 0.5 feet above the 1% annual chance flood profile
elevation calculated by the hydraulic engineers on the team. Various factors went into not being able to
recommend a taller levee which could provide the required amount of freeboard to qualify for FEMA
levee accreditation:
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• The local topography in the area is very flat. If a taller levee was to be constructed, the length of
the levee would have to be significantly longer in order to meet with ground high enough to form a
complete line or protection for the levee. Therefore, to increase the levee height higher than the
recommended height would require significantly more cost associated with the additional real estate and
construction quantities which would be required. The proposed levee height capitalizes on localized high
points to tie the levee into.
2. My house is outlined in a red box in the Lisle Levee formulation figure, what does that mean?
The figure is simply outlining the properties within the adjacent area of the project. The red boxes do not
necessarily represent houses that experience flooding or will impacted either positively or negatively to
project implementation.
3. Why is the 1% annual chance event (ACE) selected to determine the proposed levee height versus
the 0.2% ACE?
The height of the recommended levee is based on maximizing net benefits rather than targeting a specific
elevation. Description of the levee heights considered were described in relationship to the 1% ACE only
for the purpose of providing context of the elevations considered.
4. What is being done at the Lisle Levee?
The existing levee slopes will be repaired to 3Horizontal:1Vertical, and the existing crest repaired to a 10’
minimum. The crest of the levee will be raised to the 1% ACE. Numerous structures and woody
vegetation that are on the levee will be cleared. Given the proximity of the existing levee to numerous
existing homes, some waivers of the 15’ clearance rule will likely need to be reviewed. Along with slope
repair and levee clearance, native plantings will also be incorporated where feasible to support erosion
protection.
5. Solution to acquire property for levee did not work in the past, what’s different this time?
The USACE will require the non-federal sponsor to work out the land easements needed with private
homeowners. The non-federal sponsor is required to pay 35% of the total project cost. Within this
portion of the total cost, the fees associated with acquiring the necessary easements to build the levee will
be the sponsor’s responsibility. Refer to the response to FAQ #38 for a comment about the possibility for
use of eminent domain if necessary.
6. What material will the levee be constructed from?
The levee will be raised using clay. Once the clay is used to increase the height of the levee, a 6” layer of
topsoil will be placed on top of the clay layer. Native grasses and plants will be seeded along the levee to
assist with any erosion control and to serve as final levee vegetation. In addition, some areas will have
stone placed at the base of the levee where the river meets it to also assist with erosion control.
7. Will this revised levee allow cut/ fill improvement in the future?
Any modifications to the levee would need to be submitted to USACE for approval. These modifications
can be new structures within the easement, pipes that extend underneath the levee, recreational features,
etc. Before constructing, the modification must be reviewed and approved under the USACE 408 process
to make sure it isn’t harmful to the public and still meets the project's intended purposes. The 408 process
includes an engineering, environmental, real estate, and legal review.
8. Will the revised levees allow raised structures to be filled to a new elevation so it appears to be at
grade?
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No raised structures are proposed as a part of the current Lisle Levee alternative. Structures currently on
the levee would either be removed, or if deemed acceptable to be placed on the levee would be removed
and replaced in kind.
9. What is being done about the disrepair of drains on the neighborhood side of the levee?
The County is aware of the issues associated with the valves and are currently working to ensure the
appropriate maintenance is conducted.
10. How will the benefits be achieved for Lisle Levee without Comprehensive storage?
Currently the hydraulic modeling shows no impacts upstream of downstream of the lisle levee project.
During the more detailed design phase, additional site specific hydraulic analysis will be completed. If
it’s determined that there are impacts, compensatory storage will be required to meet state and/or local
requirements.
St. Joseph Creek Area
11. What impacts will St. Joseph Creek Storage #2 have on my property?
St. Joseph Creek Storage #2, outlined in Figure 3-20 in the Feasibility Report, was not selected as part of
the tentatively selected plan and will not have any impacts to surrounding and adjacent property owners.
The project was initially investigated for potential flood water storage, but was determined to not be cost
effective project.
12. Why is the levee on St. Joseph Creek not being repaired as well?
The tentatively selected plan labeled as Lisle Levee includes the repair and inclusion of the tie back
levees on St. Joseph Creek. The tie back will extend to IL Route 53.
13. Can the curb along St. Josephs Creek be raised to prevent flood damage to local condominiums?
Nonstructural floodproofing alternatives were considered for these properties and included in the
recommend plan.
Non-Structural Projects
14. Will my house and or property be bought out and/or flood proofed as part of the non-structural
plan outlined in the Feasibility Report?
Due to privacy concerns, we cannot publicly release the addresses of individual properties eligible for
these measures. However, based on your feedback we have further detailed the process which eligible
property owners can expect between now and the completion of the feasibility study next July:
• Notice will be provided to eligible property owners that their property may be included in our
recommended plan in May 2019.
• Input will be solicited from notified individuals regarding interest and the type of non-structural
measure considered (floodproofing, elevation, or buyout/ relocation).
• Based on input a final economic cost benefit analysis will be completed to confirm the final
recommended plan.
• Once the project is approved and funded, notice will be given to eligible property owners and a
land owners meeting will be held to discuss the process to expect as the project is implemented.
Valley View Area
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15. Why did no alternative to address the flooding impacts at the Valley View subdivision make the
tentatively selected Plan?
In terms of a direct structural option, the Valley View area had been studied in depth prior to this report.
Prior analyses determined that groundwater was coming from both the uphill side (west) and river (east).
Therefore, the design team determined that an underground slurry wall would have to be constructed
around the entire subdivision to effectively mitigate the groundwater impacts. This resulted in an
estimated project costs that exceeded the available benefits. Consequently, this plan did not meet the
criteria for federal funding.
The Lacey Creek Restriction, however, may result in decreased flows and flood elevations on the East
Branch of the DuPage River downstream of the confluence of Lacey Creek and the East Branch, which
could help to reduce flood depths for that area.
16. Please clarify why Lacey Creek Restriction, one of the only structural alternatives mitigating
highway closures and Valley View flooding, was not included?
Following review of the initial draft report, the design and construction of the Lacey Creek Restriction
was developed in greater site-specific detail. This resulted in a cost estimate that was significantly less
than the estimate developed for the TSP. This resulted in the last added analysis for Lacey Creek and
Lisle Levee indicating that each was incrementally justified, and the combination of the two was also
justified. The Lacey Creek Restriction has been included in the Recommended Plan.
17. Will the proposed increase of the Lisle Levee cause water to pool north of the levee and increase
the flooding impacts in Valley View?
As part of the USACE regulations, as well as IDNR floodway regulations, any implemented structure
cannot have negative impacts to upstream or downstream communities. A computer based model call the
Full Equations Model (FEQ) was used to determine any impacts from the implementation each potential
project. Analysis of the model did not show any changes in the flood impacts to the Valley View area
from the increased height of the Lisle Levee.

Riverview Area
18. Why was the Riverview Drive levee not considered in the tentatively selected plan?
The levee south of the BSNF railroad was investigated for improvement. While it did provided some
reduction in water surface elevations it didn’t meet the criteria for federal funding.
19. Will raising the levees north of my property impact the base flood elevation on my property since
increased storage that once occurred upstream will be lost due to the increased levee height?
A model called Full Equation Model (FEQ) was used to determine the impacts both upstream and
downstream of all potential projects. The FEQ is a computer based model that simulates flows within a
river system and can be used to predict impacts from specific storm events. Results from the FEQ
modeling show no changes to flooding upstream or downstream of the proposed project.
20. Why is the levee not being increased in height south of the BNSF railroad? In previous floods the
Police Station was impacted and inaccessible.
The levee south of the BSNF railroad was investigated for improvement. While it did provided some
benefits, it didn’t meet the criteria for federal funding.
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Habitat and River Manipulation
21. Why the DuPage River and/or its tributaries can’t be dredged, dammed, or modified significantly
to allow for flood waters to move through quicker or store more water?
The DuPage River is a significant environmental resource to Northeast Illinois and the region. The
watershed is home to 11 federally threatened and endangered species and an additional 106 species are
listed as State threatened and endangered. The watershed is an important resource for migrating birds,
reptiles, amphibians, fish, insects, and mammals. In addition, the watershed is an important economic
driver for the surrounding communities. The environmental recreation provided within the watershed
brings people from around the region which adds to the local economy. An estimated total of $25.8
billion dollars is spent in Illinois annually on outdoor recreation
(https://outdoorindustry.org/state/illinois/). Natural spaces also help maintain property values. Local
parks and open space can have benefits up to 33% of the residential real estate value
(https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.ilparks.org/resource/resmgr/research_documents/research_era_real_estate.
pdf). Dredging or modifying the stream channel will cause significant environmental damage that would
require extensive and expensive mitigation. The cost of benefits ratio for such a project would not be
supported by the Federal government. The placement of a dam within the system, in most instances,
would not be feasible. Placement of a dam would likely have significant impacts to upstream reaches of
the river and by law the USACE cannot implement a project that will impact areas upstream or
downstream of the project area.
22. Should more plans consider removal of trees and shrubs to help increase the movement of water?
Trees and natural areas have been shown to decrease the impacts of flooding. These areas slow water
down temporarily to allow the ground to store water and prevent greater impacts downstream. In
addition, trees and shrubs provide important erosion control along rivers. Without the establishment the
roots, sediment would be washed away and property would be lost through time. Issues from the loss of
trees along rivers can result in expensive erosion control methods that can have serious impacts to local
infrastructure such as streets, sewer lines, etc. These forest and shrub features are also significant habitat
for many species of animals that important for the surround ecology.

23. What can I do about erosion on my property?
One of the best ways to minimize erosion along your property line is to minimize mowing right to the
river and plant native deep rooted plants and trees. The roots help hold the sediment in place and
therefore preventing the loss through erosion. For information on plant and tree suggestions, we
recommend reaching out to the Illinois Native Plant Society (https://ill-inps.org/contact-us/). If erosion
issues are severe, you must work with local and state government agencies to follow appropriate measures
and permitting requirements for erosion control.
24. Will any of the projects consider removal of invasive buckthorn as erosion control?
Removal of invasive Common Buckthorn will occur in areas where the levee will be raised. It is
important to remove woody shrubs and larger trees to ensure the roots of these structures do not
compromise the integrity of the levee. In areas outside of the project area, Common Buckthorn will not
be removed.
25. Why were improvements near Eagle Lake not considered (i.e. river channel improvements,
reconnecting Eagle Lake and removing the upstream bridge)? The reach is listed as wetlands but
it is manmade?
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Channel improvements in this area of Eagle Lake would provide very little benefits to the surrounding
area as the channel is limited by the location of Morton Arboretum infrastructure and Route 53. The
connection of Eagle Lake would also provide little benefits in storage as the river already overtops into
Eagle Lake under smaller storms. USACE considered a measure that would restrict water upstream of
Eagle Lake to minimize impacts to the Valley View area. Analysis demonstrated that the project to
further restrict flows at the bridge near Hidden Lake was not cost effective (costs greater than benefits).
In addition, removal of the existing restriction point at the bridge would result in increased impacts
downstream. Therefore removing the current restriction point near the bridge would have negative
impacts downstream, which is not permissible based on USACE policy.
The USACE does not mention Eagle Lake in any detail in regards to wetland classification. However, the
USFWS wetland mapper indicates several wetland habitats within the area. Just southwest and adjacent
to Eagle Lake sits an approximately 1.8 acre forested/shrub wetland. In addition, the river and the lake
itself are by definition wetlands as well.
The USACE also acknowledges the historic changes to the landscape within the areas of Eagle Lake.
While the wetland habitats have been modified, previously disturbed areas can still be considered
wetlands or transition back to wetland habitat through time. The amount of impact and length of time
between the disturbances plays a role in how the habitat may transition back to a functioning wetland.
Therefore, any area that may have been severely modified by humans can revert back.
Flood Insurance and Mapping
26. Why do I pay for flood insurance when my property does not experience flooding?
As noted in FAQ#13, regulatory floodplain designation is defined by mapping products created by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) called Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs). USACE
does not have the authority to change the regulatory flood maps or control the insurance rates. Flood
plain map designations are determined through the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
which are then used by insurance companies to determine the cost of flood insurance.
The FEMA regulatory floodplain is based on an estimation of the probability and risk of flooding. The
regulatory floodplain includes areas which are considered to have a 1% chance of flooding in any given
year. Therefore, just because a property is not known to have flooded in the past does not mean that it
will not flood in the future. FEMA has an option online to request a change in flood zone designation
located here: https://www.fema.gov/change-flood-zone-designation-online-letter-map-change.
27. How will the tentatively selected plan impact the flows and elevations in Woodridge?
USACE cannot impact water elevation upstream or downstream of an implemented project. Therefore
the tentatively selected plan will not have any impacts to the Woodridge areas. Flows and flood elevation
will remain the same.
28. When will the new flood maps be finalized for the DuPage River?
FEMA and their partners are responsible for producing new regulatory floodplain maps. In DuPage
County, the preliminary maps are anticipated to become effective ____. In Will County, updated
regulatory maps are pending and anticipated to become effective in 2019:
http://www.illinoisfloodmaps.org/dfirm.aspx?county=will
Operation and Maintenance
29. Who has the responsibility of maintaining and clearing debris from the floodplain?
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USACE does not have authority to maintain channels in the DuPage watershed. Please contact your
local government or county office for information in regards to log jam removal
Other Structural Options
30. Can the USACE implement a project to fill in the weir at the Lakelands homeowners association
to minimize any impacts to houses surrounding Walloon Lake?
If the HOA is interested in this project they should coordinate appropriately with local and state
regulatory officials about implementing the project on their own.
31. With water coming in quickly near the 135th Street boat ramp in Plainfield, can something be
done to prevent this?
Based on analysis conducted by USACE, the area in question near the 135th street boat ramp was part of
our analysis but did not meet the federal requirements for funding. Please reach out to your local
government to express your concerns as this ramp was not placed by USACE.
32. Can we build small retention ponds in open areas to help store water?
Yes, retention ponds can be built for flood water storage. The potential to build both small and large
retention ponds were analyzed during this study. However, retention ponds and other small local storage
opportunities were not considered cost beneficial and therefore did not meet the Federal requirements for
funding. These projects may be carried by local governments if they choose.
33. Why does the government not apply eminent domain to the quarry? Will it be used for buyouts
associated with the non-structural plan?
The quarry project considered at the existing Elmhurst Stone Quarry facility was not economically
justified based on hydraulic and economic analysis and therefore is not part of the recommended plan.
This plan is defined as plan EBBQ in the feasibility report.
Eminent domain will be avoided where possible. However, eminent domain may need to be utilized for
the Lisle Levee or the non-structural plan if the real estate is not able to be acquired through a voluntary
negotiation process. Additionally, costs for permanent relocation measures include the provision of
relocation assistance under Public Law (P.L) 91-646.

34. Can a person construct their own levee around their house?
Please contact your local municipality for more information about permitting requirements that would be
required for any water management projects. Note that any placement of material within the regulatory
floodplain or floodway may require a permit. It is important to make sure that any improvements made
within the floodplain do not adversely impact other areas adjacent to or near the project.
Additionally note that constructing individual levees would create a risk to life safety. When levees hold
back water, they are at risk of failing or overtopping. When levees fail, water rushed behind them into the
previously protected area. This rush of water creates a significant safety risk. Even if an individual levee
does not overtop, if adequate interior drainage is not provided, induced flooding can occur due to the
accumulation of rainfall and runoff from adjacent properties.
35. Where are the potential storage areas located?
The study started with over 90 sites for potential storage. After parametric cost analysis, several options
were further investigated in greater detail. After gathering additional data and running more models, it
was determined that no storage options met the criteria to receive federal funding based on a comparison
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of project costs to project benefits. As a result, no storage options were retained in the recommended
plan. These are shown on Figures 3-7 and 3-8 in the Main Report.
36. Table 7 in Appendix H eliminates a slurry wall for Indian Trails but retains one for "Will County:
Channahon." Where is that location?
Thank you for catching our typo. The area in question is MS08, while the one on the west side of the
river is MS07. These MS##'s are considered 'damage areas' which calculate the expected annual damages
that were identified first. Refer to Table 3-3 to see the numbers of structures affected and expected
annual damages. The subsurface in these 2 areas consist of sand and gravel which allows water to flow
from the river and throughout the area. So to reduce this seepage, an underground slurry wall would be
constructed, which needs to extend all the way to bedrock to be effective. This remedy is designated as
SSMS01 for the area to the east of the river, and SSMS02 west of the river. So SSMS01 would be the
plan to mitigate the MS08 issue; which is the Indian Trails neighborhood. Then SSMS02 = MS07 =
Bonita Vista = Channahon Slurry Wall in 3.8.4.7. SSMS02 is mislabeled in the report as being in
Channahon, so that will be changed to Minooka.
Miscellaneous
37. How will the tentatively selected plan impact my property?
The increased height of Lisle Levee will provide beneficial impacts to properties in the immediate area.
By law, the USACE cannot implement a project that will cause impacts upstream or downstream of a
constructed project. Therefore, property owners outside of the project area will not be impacted. The
non-structural portion of the project provide additional benefits to select home owners in the project
vicinity. Please see FAQ #14 for more information about when property owners may be contacted.
38. How is current and future development taken into consideration for the feasibility study? Who’s
responsible for allowing these activities?
The hydrology model includes land use types and percentage of total watershed area which is impervious
to groundwater infiltration to estimate rainfall runoff volumes contributing to riverine flows. With regards
to future development, USACE coordinated with both DuPage and Will Counties to estimate anticipated
development within the watershed which could contribute to increased future riverine flow rates.
In DuPage County, since that portion of the watershed is highly urbanized, minimal changes were made
with respect to future development land use in the hydrology model. In Will County, land use and
population projections as developed by the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP) for the
year 2040 were used with input from the Will County Land Use Department. Changes were then made in
the hydrology model to reflect the effects future development would have on the watershed. All future
developments within the floodplain are approved and regulated by local governments. If wetland impacts
occur, The USACE is involved with permitting and appropriate mitigation.
Future land use assumptions are discussed in Section 2.4.1 in the Main Report.
39. Do any solutions require participation of third parties (i.e. IDOT, etc.) at their own expense in
order to succeed?
None of the proposed projects require third parties to contribute at their own expense. All project costs
will be covered by the nonfederal sponsor(s) and USACE. Implementation of the projects will require
coordination with third parties, however. For example. The Lisle Levee project will require the
installation of several closure structures across Route 53 in the event of a flood. These closure structures
will act to prevent floodwaters from inundating the area behind the levee. Coordination with IDOT will
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be required to construct and operate these structures. Coordination with utility companies may also be
required if the construction of any of the proposed projects require utility relocation. That work will be
done at the expense of the project team (USACE and the sponsor).
40. Can the Illinois and Michigan Canal be used as flood relief for DuPage?
The portion of the I&M Canal upstream of the Channahon dam was included as part of the feasibility
study. Unfortunately no projects, including modification of the Channahon Dam, met the criteria for
federal funding.
41. Why weren’t preventative measures taken after 2013 flood?
Local governments within the watershed have initiated several studies and smaller projects to help
alleviate flooding. However, the extent of flooding is expansive within the DuPage River Watershed
which led to the initiation of this study.
42. Does the USACE manage and regulate private structures on the DuPage River and its connecting
tributaries?
The USACE does have regulatory requirements and issues permits for structures and fill placement into
the waters of the US. Fill is defined as any material used for the primary purpose of replacing an aquatic
area with dry land or changing the bottom elevation of the waterbody. Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act (https://www.epa.gov/cwa-404) allows USACE to administer the program and enforce permit
provisions. If structures span the waterway and have no structures or footings into the stream USACE
does not have authority.
43. Where did USACE study groundwater impacts and what abatement actions will be taken?
The DuPage River study included several different sites that reported flooding due to groundwater
impact. These sites were Valley View in Lisle and two subdivisions in Channahon and Minooka. The
Valley View area had been studied in depth prior to this report, which found that groundwater was
coming from both the uphill side (west) and river (east). Therefore, the design team determined that an
underground slurry wall would have to be constructed around the entire subdivision to effectively
mitigate the groundwater impacts. USACE conducted a similar investigation for Channahon and
Minooka and a slurry wall was also reviewed. However, for each subdivision this solution was
determined to not meet the criteria for federal funding and therefore not included in the recommended
plan.
44. Is the TSP sufficiently protective given weather and precipitation trends in the upper Midwest?
In cooperation with the Illinois State Water Survey, an extensive effort was completed to determine all
existing and future impacts increasing precipitation trends will have on the TSP. Increasing precipitation
trends to due climate change were considered as in input into the hydraulic and economic analysis.
45. How will any Archeological items and/or remains be handled?
If any artifacts or remains are found during construction, all activities will be halted. Any tribes with ties
back to the DuPage River region will be contacted immediately and activities will be coordinated with the
necessary parties. If required, an in depth archeological survey will be conducted.
46. Does the project take into consideration of run-off from Interstate 88?
Yes, the hydraulic and hydrology models used to predict flooding takes into consideration the amount of
run-off from impervious surfaces such as I-88.
47. How is sewer back-up being addressed by the study?
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Unfortunately, this project does not address issues in relation to sewer back-up, as this is outside the
authority of USACE. .
48. What is the drop dead date for the project?
The final report is scheduled to be approved by July 2019. Once the report is approved the funding would
have to be provided through Congress and we cannot predict that timeframe.
49. What role does the USACE play in the construction of bridges and how they impact water flows?
The USACE does not participate in permitting the construction of bridges unless fill is required and
wetlands are impacted from the construction of the project. Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT)
and the Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) are the responsible parties for permitting those
construction activities. In DuPage County, the IDNR’s permitting authority for construction in the
floodplain is delegated to the County.
50. Figure 3-20 (St. Joseph Storage option #2) shows a line going through various properties to
create additional flood water storage. What will happen to the properties that have a line going
through them and why would a project in this area alleviate flooding when the majority of nearby
residence do not have flooding issues?
Figure 3-20 outlines a potential location to construct a storage option to help hold floodwater and then
slowly release flood water. Even though the area surrounding the potential project may not have severe
flooding impacts, storing water at strategic locations can alleviate impacts further downstream. While
this location was investigated as a potential storage option during the feasibility phase, the cost-benefit
did not meet the federal criteria and will not be constructed as part of this study.
51. What has happened in the river over the last decade to cause the increased flooding that occurs
on an annual basis?
Several factors are likely attributed to increased flooding within the DuPage River over the last decade.
Increased development within and adjacent to the floodplain can increase flooding impacts. As green
space and other natural habitat are converted into infrastructure, the area of impervious surfaces increases.
As a result, water is quickly moved to the river and can cause increased flood stages. In addition, future
forecast for the Midwest suggest an increase in the number of powerful storms and total rainfall. As these
storms become for frequent and more rain falls, flooding will continue to increase. These issues are
occurring within urban watersheds throughout the country.
52. Will current floodplain homes continue to require floodproofing?
Any structures that remain within the limits of the FEMA designated floodplain will still be subject to
FEMA regulations for structure, Lisle (or any municipality) will be required to enforce this to remain in
good standing with the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) failure to enforce compliance could
impact a community’s CRS rating.
53. What effects will the reconstruction of Route 53 have on flood impacts?
This study did not evaluate raising Illinois Route 53 (Rt 53). The Illinois Department of Transportation
(IDOT) has evaluated or is currently evaluating making improvements to various segments of Rt 53.
More information about the study evaluating improvements of Rt 53 and Rt 56 near Glen Ellyn can be
found here: http://www.idot.illinois.gov/projects/il53-at-il56
More information about the ongoing study for improvements of Rt. 53 in the City of Joliet and the Village
of Elwood, in Will County can be found here: http://www.idot.illinois.gov/projects/IL-route-53-study
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54. Please revisit costs of closing the State Highway 53 for more hours than 12 per year.
Several unrealistic assumptions make this cost estimate unreliable for decision-making:
Rte 53 closings during recent flood events have been of 24-96 hours duration and this information was
used by IDOT in planning Rte 53 elevations. Why base closings on hydrographs when historic closing
data is known? Road closings at Rte 53 occur yearly and sometimes more frequently.
The delay cost of $125,700 appears to result from multiplying the following:
Annual average Daily Traffic 36,400 trips/day
Detour Duration 0.31 hours/trip
Value of Time Saved $22.32 hour driven
Duration of Closure 12 hours/event
Delay annual cost $125,873
[36400*(12/24)*0.31*22.32]
Recalculating this cost using 48 hours per year yields an annual cost 4 times higher, about $500,000 per
year. This is a material amount for the cost analyses. Road closure costs are understated because they
do not include substantial labor and overtime costs for municipal staff. Nor do they consider increased
risk of vehicle accidents.
We appreciate your review and perspective on our attempt at communicating the complexities in
annualizing impacts. We developed the estimates documented in the report based on the best available
information.
Estimating the annualized damages or benefits using the methods outlined in this report require defining
three primary relationships, the exceedance-probability function, the stage-discharge function, and the
stage-damage function (each with uncertainty). The exceedance-probability function defines the
frequency at which different flows are anticipated within a waterway. The stage-discharge function
defines a relationship between the amount of flow in the waterway and how high the water surface will
rise for a given event. The stage-damage relationship defines the estimated damages anticipated for
various depths of flooding. The Hydrologic Engineering Center’s Flood Damage Analysis software
(HEC-FDA) automates the application of these relationships using Monte Carlo Analysis, defining a
range of estimates and sampling the results thousands of times to develop an estimated expected annual
damage. Additional details regarding these relationships and development are available in the economic
appendix.
The first two relationships discussed above (exceedance-probability and stage-discharge) are defined by
the hydrologic and hydraulic engineer using available data and model results. The third relationship, the
stage-damage function, is what is described in more detail in the economic appendix. Table 25 in the
economic appendix is intended to provide a basis for estimating closure impacts and putting the potential
delay costs into a common increment, an estimate of delay values if a closure of 12 hours occurred at any
of the displayed locations. This is not indicative of the site specific closure durations anticipated at any
given location.
The step that is not documented in detail is the marrying of closure durations with the hydrograph to
define the stage-damage function. Using your example of S053F, we were able to estimate the frequency
and duration of closures as a result of flooding from the East Branch of the DuPage River. This particular
closure was represented by the low point in the road, approximately at river station 69,305.8 on the right
descending bank, within the EB06R Valley View reach.
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The modeled 2020 precipitation condition estimates that the road is to be overtopped and closed starting
with a 0.04 ACE event (25 year recurrence interval). A relationship was developed using estimated
closure durations to develop a stage-damage curve for the without project condition. For example, if the
road were to be inundated by an event similar to 2013 (approximately a 0.01 ACE event/ 100 year
recurrence interval), it was estimated that the traffic delays would be approximately $440,000. This is a
similar order of magnitude to which you provided in your comment ($500,000). Furthermore, the
$440,000 is only the most likely estimate. Uncertainty around this value was included using a triangle
distribution with the minimum estimated to be $330,000 and the maximum estimated to be $880,000.
These uncertain estimates are also sampled throughout the Monte Carlo process.
However, an additional step remains to develop the annualized values. The $440,000 is an event based
estimate. It is not an annualized value. Annualizing the estimated damage requires multiplying the
various event based damages by the estimated likelihood or frequency each event is anticipated to be
realized in any given year. In this case, the $440,000 in estimated event damages equals $4,400 in
annualized damages (frequency x consequence = 0.01 x $440,000). Less frequent events are weighted
less heavily, while more frequent events are weighted more heavily. This process is followed for all eight
of the modeled frequencies using the three relationships discussed above. In this example, the expected
annual damage for the 2020 condition is estimated to be approximately $28,000.
55. Please share all communication with local stakeholders regarding potential structural
alternatives involving their property and how USACE has responded to such comments and
developed structural alternatives to respond to their concerns.
Your request is being considered as part of the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) process.
If you wish to file a FOIA request you can do so by email at foia-lrc@usace.army.mil, by fax to 312-3538710, or mail to:
Freedom of Information Act Request
Office of Counsel
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Chicago District
231 LaSalle Street, Suite 1500
Chicago, Illinois 60604

4. Table of Comments
The following table provides the last name of the commenter, their zip code and the corresponding
Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) Number that answers the questions received.
Initial Public Review
Last Name
Zip Code
FAQ Number
Amstutz
60532
49
Andrzejewski
60532
14
Bartelli
60532
19
Burzawa
60586
21
Carrino
60586
14
Clarke
60586
14
Dant
60447
14
19

Davis
De Vincentis
Dear
Doerr
Dreger

60137
60532
60137
60431
60544

Graham

60137

Halleran
Jedlicka
Lamb
Langworthy
Matisiak

60532
60137
60585
60148

Pecak

60532

Hunter
Rebuehr
Rittof
Sabo
Santo
Slota
Stein
Sullivan
Taylor
Thompson
Urbik
Bethel
Weidel
Wilmoth
Young
McNellis
Warner
Konsoer
Szul
Then
Kalinin
Davis
Sanchez
Dombroski
Winz
Sabo
Damien
Forte

60544
60410
60410
60585
60586
60586
60544
60441
60532
60544
60532
60532
60532
60138
60138
60532
60532
60137
60532
60532
60532
60532
60532
20

15, 43
14, 12
15
18, 19, 22
23, 37, 51
10, 16, 25, 54,
55
13, 21
17
21, 30
37, 38
24
1, 7, 8, 19, 39,
52
45
29, 31
40
36
30
14
12
14
21, 29, 38
26
13, 32, 41
10, 27
31
42
2
18,20
15
10
18, 19, 20, 22
13
14
14
4
14
33
14
5
46

Doerr
Riedl
Verzal
Carlson
Jordan
Davis
Winz
Sanchez
Davis
Kalinin
Slota
Arter
Juodvalkis
Rodeghero
Taylor
Fahlgren
Rebuehr
Erhardt
Sullivan

Last Name
Janusz
Graham
Bachtell
(Morton
Arboretum)
Doohaluk
(DuPage River
Salt Creek
Workgroup)

60532
60532
60137
60532
60532
60137
60532
60532
60137
60532
60586

60544
60544
60544
60544

Second Public Review
Topic
Zip Code
Support of Lacey Creek project
60137
60137

Support of Lacey Creek project &
Technical Questions

60532

Concerns with potential impacts of
Lacey Creek

N/A

Concerns with potential impacts of
Lacey Creek & potential conflict
with Workgroup watershed goals

Winz (Lisle
Village Board)

60532

General support of flood risk
reduction projects

Then (St. Joseph
Creek Condo
Association)

60532

Flood report and request for
support

Ramos

14, 20, 37
14, 47, 48
15, 43, 53
9
12, 33, 38
15, 43, 53
14, 33
6
14
37
34, 49
29
29
21, 23
21
21
28
35
14

‐

Technical questions
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Response
Comment noted, no response
provided
Provided direct response.
Included in the Agency
Coordination Section.
Provided direct response.
Included in the Agency
Coordination Section
Provided direct response.
Included in the Agency
Coordination Section.
Provided direct response.
Included in the Agency
Coordination Section
Provided direct response.
Included in the Agency
Coordination Section.
Provided direct email response to
technical questions

Lucas

60585

Denny

60137

Woods

60137

Yannias

60137

Murray

60137

Hebreard
(Forest Preserve
District of
DuPage County)
Westlake
(USEPA)
Baran
Taylor
Graham

LaRonge (Forest
County
Potawatomi
Community)
Konsoer (Valley
View Arboretum
Civic
Association)

60515

‐
60137
60544

Question about nonstructural
measure identified for property
Road Closure and safety concerns
Support of Lacey Creek project
Support of Lacey Creek project
Suggested additional alternative to
consider
Concerns with potential impacts of
Lacey Creek

No additional comments
Flood report
Flood report
Flood report

Provided direct email response to
questions about nonstructural
notification
Provided direct email response
Comment noted, no response
provided
Comment noted, no response
provided
Provided direct email response to
suggestions
Provided direct response.
Included in the Agency
Coordination Section.
Noted, no response provided
Noted, no response provided
Noted, no response provided
Noted, no response provided
(directly responded to other
comments from same
commenter)
Section 106 write‐up in the report
was discussed via phone and
No additional comments during
the comment period were
received.

60137
106 Compliance
‐

Support of Lacey Creek project
60138

‐

Noted, no response provided
Concerns with effects to cultural
landscapes and historic resources

SHPO

22

Provided direct response.
Included in the Agency
Coordination Section.
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